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Sometimes, retribution is a slippery slope towards self-destruction.When the General invites Molly

and her crew to the ArchAngel, it's not long before news also arrives of a serious threat to the

Federation.It falls to Molly and her team to deal with the threat, which winds up in an intense

hostage situation.Meanwhile, back on Sark, Mollyâ€™s team helps Chaakwa along with her

unconventional help to bring her father's killers to justice.Can Molly handle everything thrown at

her?â€‹--- PLEASE NOTE ---Inside this book is cursing, amusing cursing, but cursing nonetheless. If

bad language offends you, perhaps this book is not for you.â€‹â€‹Set on the foundation laid by the

Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new story in the Age of

Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming the Etheric Federation with all of the trials and

tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
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God Bless You, Ellie! Your skill grows, like the edges of an explosion of light in the firmament...



Well, enough waxing poetica... Regardless, Young Lady, you really can tell a great story!

Thank-You!Molly Bates and her crew are back in fine fettle! As this is a family oriented website, I'll

be good... Also, no spoilers... HOWEVER, Retribution: Age of Expansion is yet another reason for

ditching NETFLIX, and READING!!! Much more satisfying... Interstellar Bad Guys aren't smart

enough to quake in their boots, when Molly and her crew are around. Law and order are things rare

to her home planet, but... Yeah, no spoilers... And, remember her letter to Bethany Anne? Well- Oh,

yeah... What about some friends from... NO SPOILERS!!! Sheesh... Tying up loose ends from

across time, and the galaxy, is fun, but when you can't talk about it... One way trips out of airlocks,

can be a drag...ENOUGH, ALREADY!!! Buy this book! Read it, and Enjoy! You'll thank yourself for

the time well spent in slipping the surly bonds of Earth...Five out of Five Stars!!!

Only because of Molly is this a 5-star book. Molly is very special and she is the heart and soul of this

series.. Again, the best parts of the book are of Molly and her team interacting directly with the

Kuetherian Federation, the rest of it gets to be a bit of overblown window dressing. So we need

more Molly, and Molly's kick-ass team, doing Bethany Anne stuff. Let's forget about catching bad

guys back home, trying to be good little social justice warriors, and start being the real deal, part of

BA's posse. The whole business of Giles, his capture, his escape, the mission success; really pales

in comparison to the potential story about the medallion that Giles recovered before all the above

silliness started. Times a wasting, need to get Molly focused.

Another great book in the Age of Expansion series. Molly's character continues to grow, and her

character development is one of the great attributes of this series. A character previous mentioned

in the series, Giles, gets a major role in the instant the instant book, and it appears he will have a

role in a future book or books. This book and the whole series meshes well with the original

Kurtherian Gambit books with characters from that series having role in the instant series. The Age

of Expansion series is well served by its close connection to the original Kurtherian Gambit -BA

books. The instant book is a great read, but I would recommend reading the whole series - you will

not be disappointed.

I've read all the books in this series. I really liked the first two. The next ones were good but this one

falls short. It uses characters and technology from other books but doesn't have the capabilities of

the other technology. The characters in this book lose some of their ability. The only thing it did

successfully is lay the groundwork for the next in the series. The first I couldn't put down and



finished them in a day or two. This book I had to force myself to finish and then felt like it didn't that it

was anticlimactic.

Like all of the Kurtherian Gambit Universe books, this book is fun with great character development.

They are like a family, and each book that comes out is a chance to see how the family is

doing.Retribution is an emotional book. The author did a great job of expressing Molly's emotions

throughout. I especially felt the fear of the main character during a very well written scene.I'm really

enjoying the Accession Myth series and, as always, look forward to the next. And for those that

have never read these books, you shouldn't miss the Author's Notes at the end. Also, KGU

Facebook entries on release days can be fun.

This book is so filled with so many different plot tangents I kinda got lost in my mind seeing all the

different paths the author could take us. WOW . OK so if you love mystery, action, and sci-fi your

gonna Love this book because it's all in there. Oh yeah there's also a BIG Cliff hanger. When's the

next book coming out?

Another fantastic addition to the series! The author has written (yet again) another book that pulls

you in and holds you captive with its humor and action. I am loving watching Molly learn to deal with

the emotions of others and her own. Can't wait to see what her next mission will be

Good fun read. A little too much 20th century slang interrupted the flow for me. Also the villain's fate

was questionable.But it's a very worthy chapter in Molly's saga. This volume is so 3 days

ago...where's volume 7? :DRecommended.
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